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260–61, 328
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ecosystem approach 12
EIAs 8–9
habitats, protection of 21
mining in see Area, mining in
MSR, right to conduct 328–9
pollution, combating 23, 24–5
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Area, mining in 6, 8–9, 151–69, 389
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compliance and enforcement 160
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EIAs 159, 304–5
environmental emergencies, contingency
plans and 161–2
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152–4
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159–60
exploration, definition of 158
future developments 168–9
incremental approach to regulation 158
ISA regulations 156–60
legal framework of LOSC and 1994
Agreement 154–7
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pollution, control of 159–60
precautionary approach 157, 158–9, 167
prospecting, definition of 157
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responsibility and liability 162–3
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environmental assessment in ABNJ
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LOSC, under 36
protection of 59
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1992 (CBD)
Brundtland Report 10–11
cetaceans, protection of see under whaling
Chagos Marine Protected Area Arbitration 13,
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climate change 28–9
adaptation strategies 435
Arctic 200
climate change regime 436–8
objective of 437
regulating global warming 436
MSR, and 329–30
oceans 390
carbon sink, as 436, 437–8, 452
ocean acidification, and 431, 436, 451–2
see also ocean acidification
Regional Seas Programmes 358–9
significance of threat posed by 358, 390,
451
Climate Change Convention 1992 (UNFCCC)
29, 123, 330, 431–2
climate regime, objective of 437
climate system, definition of 437
common but differentiated responsibility 50
greenhouse gases 117, 453
land-based pollution, and 92
ocean acidification 437
promoting scientific data collection 330
coastal states
Arctic coastal states 364, 374
shipping, and see under Arctic shipping,
regulating
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costal and port state jurisdiction 108–14
Arctic 364, 374
EEZ 109–10, 233–8
fishing 174
high seas 108–9
ports and internal waters 111–14
territorial sea 110–11
continental shelf, sovereign rights over 176–7
ELAs, conducting 179
extended continental shelf see extended continental shelf and marine environment
juridical continental shelf 171
MSR, regulating 325–6
pollution, prevention of 178
species management and conservation in EEZ see under EEZ
vessel-source pollution see vessel-source pollution
Comité Maritime International (CMI) 203
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources 280–81, 395
objective 445
ocean acidification 445–6
Scientific Committee 446
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf 175–7, 214
common but differentiated responsibility 34, 49–52
assistance to developing states 50, 51
customary international law, as 50–51
different substantive obligations 50
dual standards, creating 50
grace periods for developing states 50
IMO future rules, and 118
meaning 49
Conferences of the Parties 64–5
conservation/sustainable use of marine biodiversity in ABNJ 259–71
conservation measures under LOSC 263–4
contested areas 259–60
implementing agreement, proposal for 265–71
support for 268–71
marine genetic resources, legal regime applicable to 260–63
see also marine protected areas (MPAs) in ABNJ
conservation of species
biological diversity, conservation of 36
ecosystems, protecting rare and fragile 18, 178

EEZ, species conservation in see under EEZ
endangered species, protecting habitat of 178
fishing, adverse impact on species 19
harvested species 13
high seas, species conservation in see under high seas
LOSC 12–20
inadequate conservation provisions in
LOSC 19–20
legal regime 36
marine environment, protecting 17–18
marine/living resources 13, 14–16
conservation under LOSC 36
FAO, and 62
international cooperation 52–3
meaning of 14
precautionary principle 41
sustainable development 47
trade rules, and 65
world fisheries in crisis 19
maximum sustainable yield 15
new and alien species, introduction of 18–19
pollution of marine environment, preventing see under marine pollution
species associated with/dependent on harvested species 13–14, 15–16
species specific approach 36
zonal management approach 36
see also marine species, protecting continental shelf
coastal states, rights of 170
conservation of species 17
extended continental shelf see extended continental shelf and marine environment
mining on see continental shelf, seabed mining on MSR, in 326–7
settlement of disputes 333
sedentary species 179
continental shelf, seabed mining on 206–25
environmental management
best agreed standards, use of 208
legal framework 208–9
risk assessments 208
establishing national compliance/enforcement agencies 219–22
compliance and enforcement 221–2
institutional implementation 219–21
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land-based pollution, and see under land-based pollution and marine environment
LOSC see under LOSC
MSR, in see under marine scientific research (MSR)
need for 74–5
prerequisite to marine environmental protection, as 52–3
promoting cooperation 74–6
regional cooperation 88–90
Regional Seas Arrangements see Regional Seas Arrangements
UNEP, and see UNEP
Copenhagen Accord (2009) 431–2
deep seabed, protecting marine environment of see under Area
Deepwater Horizon 173, 191–2, 199, 201
due diligence, obligation of 38–40, 178–9
dumping see ocean dumping, international control of
Earth Summit 342, 349, 358
EC Approval and Marketing of Biotech Products 43
Ecologically or Biologically Significant Marine Areas (EBSAs) 276, 284
ecosystems
Arctic marine ecosystems 363–4
conservation of species 18
continental shelf, on 179–80
Deep Sea Fisheries Guidelines 301–2
deep seabed ecosystem, damage from mining to 208
deep seabed habitats 63
ecosystem approach 11–12
CBD 11, 230, 255
CCAMLR 280
Fish Stocks Agreement, UN 240
precautionary principle, and 41
extended continental shelf 171–2
marine ecosystems 172
extremophiles 172
habitats, protection of 21
hydrothermal vents 172, 239
large marine ecosystems see large marine ecosystems
MPAs sustaining high seas ecosystems 273
ocean acidification, impacts of 433–4
pollution 92–3
greenhouse gases 92
protecting from 18, 35
rare/fragile ecosystems, protection of 178
states’ obligations 394
scientific research into deep seabed ecosystems 63
vulnerable marine ecosystems 276, 301
EEZ (exclusive economic zone)
coastal and port state jurisdiction 109–10, 326
additional measures in special areas 109
Arctic coastal states 374–5
enforcement measures 110
environmental rules for international shipping, prescribing 109
fisheries 11
freedom of navigation 109, 463
historic origins of concept 229
long term sustainable marine resources, coastal states ensuring 393
MSR, in 326–7
geoengineering 462–3
settlement of disputes 333
nature of 109
‘no go’ areas 121
pollution laws and regulations, enforcement of 26, 27
protecting EEZ/oceans as shared asset 85–6
species management and conservation in 13–17, 233–8
allowable/total allowable catch 234, 235, 237
anadromous and catheducous fish stocks 236–7
coastal states’ rights 234
coastal states’ wide margin of discretion 234, 235
Fish Stocks Agreement, UN 236
general standards for stock management 234–5
high seas, and 238–9, 241
marine mammals/cetaceans 237–8
maximum sustainable yield 234–5, 237
origins of regime 233–3
particular categories of fish stocks, requirement for 235–6
shared, straddling and highly migratory fish stocks 236
environmental assessment in ABNJ 291–312
challenges to implementing 305
global initiatives to develop international law framework 305–11
EIA in Implementing Agreement, rationale for 307
Implementing Agreement, UNGA proposing 305–7
links between EIA elements and other parts of agreement 311
post-EIS decision-making 311
public notification and consultation 310–11
options for incorporating EIA elements: reporting 309–10
options for incorporating EIA elements: scoping 309
options for incorporating EIA elements: screening 308–9
global instruments 293–7
CBD 295–6
CMS 297
LOSC 293–4
UNEP goals and principles of EIA 294–5
international law framework for 292–8
decisions of international tribunals 298
global instruments 293–7
importance of EIA 292–3
practical difficulties with 296
regional frameworks for 299–300
Madrid Protocol to Antarctic Treaty 300
regional seas conventions 299–300
sectoral frameworks for 301–5
dep deep seabed mining sector 304–5
fisheries sector 301–2
shipping sector 302–4
environmental impact assessments (EIAs) 7–9
ABNJ, in see environmental assessment in ABNJ
costal states’ obligation 178
customary law status of 298
definition 45
EU 92
practical difficulties with conducting 296
precautionary principle, and 45
purpose 45
significant harm likely, consequences of 294–5
UNEP Principles 294–5
due diligence approach 294
nature and content of EIAs 294
obligation to consult stakeholders 294
environmental treaty bodies 64–5
Espoo Convention (1991) 8
definition of EIAs 45
European Union (EU)
energy policy 201
European Framework Directives 91
legal network of indirect influence 91–2
Hong Kong Convention 120
marine biodiversity 264, 266, 268
offshore oil and gas activities 201–2, 203
accidental pollution, preventing 201–2, 204
shipping regulation 125–6
extended continental shelf and marine environment 170–89
claims for 396
costal states’ obligations to protect marine environment 178–80
due diligence obligation 178–9
EIAs 179
pollution prevention 178
costal states’ rights over 176–7
definition of continental margin 171
geopolitical constraints/legal uncertainties 330–31
large marine ecosystems, and 396
law of extended continental shelf 175–7
marine protected areas on extended continental shelf 180–88
international cooperation to establish marine protected area 184–6
limitations on coastal state’s right to refuse consent for MSR 186–8
marine scientific research (MSR), regulating 182
MPAs 180–82
preventing unjustifiable interference with high seas rights 180–84
unilateral coastal state measures 180–84
MSR, access problems for 330–31
risks to marine environment from activities 171–5
exploitation of resources 172–3
fishing activities 174–5
major pollution incidents 173
mineral deposits/exploitation 173–4
Exxon Valdez 366
Fish Stocks Agreement, UN (1995) aims 239, 240
CBD influencing 239–40
compatibility between high seas/EEZ measures 241
ecosystem approach 240–41
EIAs 301
implementing LOSC provisions 20, 240
marine species protection and conservation 240, 393–4
precautionary principle 10, 41, 240–41, 267
regional fisheries management organizations 394
parties joining 53, 63–4, 238, 241–2
role of 241–2
sustainable development 47
fishing
ecosystems, protecting 21
RFMOs see regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs)
world fisheries in crisis 19
flag states
jurisdiction 107–8, 170
enforcement and compliance 107
safety at sea, obligations to ensure 213
vessel-source pollution, and see under vessel-source pollution
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 20
capacity-development programmes 70
Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (1995) 41–2, 62, 64, 235
sustainable development 47
cooperation, promoting 76
Deep Sea Fisheries Guidelines 301–2
ecosystem approach 11, 41
Fisheries Committee 62, 70
Independent information, provision of 70
marine living resources, conservation of 62
MPAs, definition of 275
precautionary principle 41–2
regional fisheries treaties 62
soft law 67–8, 235
world fisheries, state of 19
Friends of the Earth International 72

Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project 40, 42, 46, 49, 298
gas and oil activities see offshore oil and gas activities
generally accepted international rules and standards (GAIRS) 197, 374, 377–8, 380
Geneva Convention of the Continental Shelf (1958) 176
Geneva Conventions (1958) 3, 182
geoengineering and marine environment 140, 451–72
climate change 451–2
oceans as solution to 452
control of scientific research, marine engineering and 468–72
compliance with conditions 469
consent, withholding of 468–9
dispute resolution, geoengineering and 470–71
goengineering the marine environment 453–8
disposal of baled crop residues in deep ocean 457
enhancing ocean’s biological pump 456
enhancing solubility 457
macroalgal afforestation 457, 465
marine cloud brightening 458, 459, 465
ocean-based geoengineering 455–6
ocean fertilization 456–7
removing CO₂ from atmosphere (CDR) 454–5
solar radiation management (SRM) 455
weathering 457–8, 465–6
law of the sea, marine geoengineering and 462–71
EIAs 464–5
marine geoengineering, protection of environment and 463–8
pollution by dumping, marine geoengineering as 466–8
pollution, marine geoengineering as 465–6
precautionary principle 463–5
nature of 452
ocean fertilization see ocean fertilization
Global Environmental Facility (GEF) 71
International Waters Portfolio 386
large marine ecosystems, and see under large marine ecosystems
nature of 398
SCS Project see under marine protected areas (MPAs) in South China Sea (SCS)
Global Ocean Commission 203–4
Global Partnership for Oceans 103
Global Programme of Action see under land-based pollution and marine environment
greenhouse gases 28–9, 92, 431, 436, 453
increase in 453–4
Kyoto Protocol 117, 453
MARPOL 116, 117, 123
ocean acidification see ocean acidification
Greenpeace 72, 73
habitats, protection of 20–22
activities damaging to marine habitats 20
deep seabed habitats 63
dangerous species 178
states’ obligations 394
pollution, protecting from 35, 178
Helsinki Convention (1992)
pollution 88–9
precautionary principle 40
high seas
coastal and port state jurisdiction 108–9
doctrine of necessity/maritime casualties 108
enforcement by port states against foreign ships 108–9
cooperation to conserve living resources, states’ duty of 393
freedoms of high seas 108, 264, 462
freedom of fishing 233–4, 238
freedom of marine scientific research 327, 462
limitations on 183–4, 462
unjustifiable interference with high seas rights, preventing 180–84
IUCN principles for governance 32–3
MPAs 180–84
MSR, right to conduct 325, 327, 328–9
protection of 35
species management and conservation 13, 15–17, 238–9
anadromous and catadromous fish stocks 236–7
Deep Sea Fisheries Guidelines 301–2
deep seabed species 239
ecosystem approach 240–41
EEZ, and 238–9, 241
hydrothermal vent organisms 239
marine genetic resources 239
maximum sustainable yields 238
non-sedentary species 179
precautionary approach 240–41
shared, straddling and highly migratory fish stocks 236
states’ wide margin of discretion in conservation measures 238
Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships (2009) 120
hydrothermal vents 172, 239, 389
IMMS Code 213
information and advice
land-based pollution, and 102
NGOs providing 72–3
provision of independent advice 68–70
Integrated Coastal Zone Management 85
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) 330
inter/intra-generational equity 11, 46
internal waters 17, 111–12
discharge in 26
ocean disposals in 144–5
International Atomic Energy Agency 123
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 1946 (ICRW) 229, 243–4, 251
see also whaling
International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Cooperation (OPRC)196
International Convention on Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 121–2, 364, 366
International Convention on the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 1972 see MARPOL Convention
international cooperation see cooperation principle/international cooperation
international economic organizations 64
International Energy Agency 190
international financial institutions 71
international institutions see actors/institutions for protection of marine environment
International Labour Organization 123
International Law Association 197
GAIRS 377
International Law Commission
pollution 23
sovereign rights 182
international marine environmental law, principles of 31–56
co-operation principle see co-operation principle
common but differentiated responsibility see common but differentiated responsibility
environmental protection principles in general 32–3
functions of principles 31–2
IUCN principles 32–3
legal framework 34–6
principal features of conservation under LOSC 36
principal features of Pt XII of LOSC 34–5
legal status of principles 33
no harm principle see no harm principle
precautionary principle see precautionary principle
sustainable development see sustainable development
International Maritime Organization (IMO)
arificial reefs 139
capacity-development programmes 70
climate change 29
conventions 180, 209, 212–13, 364
energy efficiency measures, new requirements on 116–17
environmental protection conventions 114–15, 366
anti-fouling systems 119
ballast water management 119
MARPOL see MARPOL Convention
ship recycling 120
flag states 127
future rules, basis of common but differentiated responsibility 117
‘no more favourable’ treatment principle 118
independent information, provision of 70
Instruments Implementation Code 127
jurisdictional rules, and 121–3
Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSAs) 122–3
SOLAS 121–2
Legal Committee 203, 204
mandate 366
Marine Environment Protection Committee 61–2
maritime safety 366
MPAs (Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas) 276
NGOs, and 72
offshore oil and gas activities 194–7
non-binding codes and guidelines 196–7
Polar Code see Polar Code
‘politicized’ discussions 106
pollution, and 27, 29
technical rules affecting pollution 105
treaties 61, 66–7
port states 128
sensitive areas, rules 184
soft law 67
vessel-source pollution see vessel-source pollution
International Oceanographic Commission, UNESCO 22
International Seabed Authority (ISA)
compliance and enforcement 160
EIAs 63
environmental emergencies and contingency plans 161–2
future developments 168–9
Legal and Technical Commission 156, 159, 161
environmental management plans 165–8
inspections 160
recommendations for guidance of contractors 163–4, 168
reports on environmental monitoring programmes 159–60
mandate/rule-making 62–3, 66, 151–2, 155–60
monitoring role 63
MPAs (Areas of Particular Environmental Interest) 276, 300
MSR, carrying out 328
pollution, combating 23
precautionary approach 63, 152
responsibility and liability 162–3
role 151, 153, 155
scientific research 63
seabed mining 156–7
environmental protection powers 293
Mining Code 211–12
regulations on 157–60
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) 72
MPAs, definition of 275
principles for high seas governance 32–3
Red List, threatened fish and invertebrates on 19
strengthening regional cooperation in ABNJ 395
World Conservation Congress 395
International Whaling Commission (IWC) 238, 243, 244–5
Intervention Convention (1969) 108
invasive aquatic species see International Convention on Ballast Water Management (2004)
ITLOS 8
conservation of species 13, 16–17
duty to cooperate/international cooperation 12, 54–5, 58
precautionary principle 10
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation 89, 268, 343
maximum sustainable yield 234–5
MPAs 273
sustainable development 343
Kyoto Protocol 1997
common but differentiated responsibility 50
greenhouse gases 117, 437
ocean acidification 428
specific targets to reduce greenhouse gases 453
land-based pollution, marine environment and
absorptive capacity of oceans, finite nature of 83–4
acidification of oceans 92–3
damage caused by land-based activities 83, 94–5
efficacy of international legal framework
enforcement and compliance 99–102
information, role of 102
precautionary principle, importance of 101–2
soft law approach/global programme of action 95–9
states’ legal responsibility 95
enforcement and compliance 99–102
cost of compliance 100
prescriptive systems, weaknesses of 100–101
implementation deficit 101
inherent weaknesses in domestic regulation 99–100
pollution shift 100
Global Programme of Action 96–9
advantages/disadvantages of non-binding flexible approach 97–9
importance of 96
LOSC and land-based pollution 84–7
Manila Declaration (2011) 98
marine environment as a shared asset 85–6
nature of 96–7
ocean disposals in internal waters 144–5
rights and obligations of coastal states 85–6
states’ obligations to prevent land-based pollution 86–7
majority of marine pollution from land-based activities 81–4
pollutants negatively impacting marine environment, types of 8
Regional Seas Programmes 89–90, 351–2
requirement of cooperation 87–94
European Framework Directives 91
legal network of indirect influence 91–4
Mox Plant case 87–8
regional cooperation 88–90
Regional Seas Programmes 89–90
Land Reclamation by Singapore in and around the Straits of Johor (Malaysia v Singapore) 8, 43, 52, 54–5
large marine ecosystems (LMEs) 385–410
challenges in LME management 385
governance challenges 393–6
over-exploitation/inadequate management 388, 389, 390–92
‘silto’ effect 396–8
capacity building for effective governance 396–9
dynamic management as alternative for LME/ocean governance 400
GEF standard approach 398
need for accurate and sustainable data input/interpretation skill-sets 405–8
ocean observations and monitoring of indicators 399
reviewing weight of evidence 401–5
strategic action programmes 398–9
translating observation results into adaptive management 399–400
definition 387–8
ecosystem-based approach management approach 386–7
GEF, new approach developed by 388, 398
governance challenges: transboundary management and ABNJ 393–6
ABNJ, management issues with 393–4
transboundary interactions 393
large marine ecosystems and services they provide 387–9
air pollution 389
mineral extraction 389
offshore oil fields 389
tourism 388–9
Large Marine Ecosystems Programme 343
management and ocean governance: root causes of problems 396–8
knowledge not shared effectively 397–8
‘silto’ effect 396–7
problem of LME management – Tragedy of the Commons 390–92
conflicts and balancing interest 390–91
fishing 391
non-renewable resources 392
shipping 392
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customary law, as 34, 208
development, means of 6–7
dispute settlement 13
EEZ see EEZ (exclusive economic zone)
EIAs 7–9, 232, 293
ABNJ, in 293–4
enforcement and compliance 99
extended continental shelves 175
flag state jurisdiction see flag states
framework nature 5, 19
habitats, protection of 21–2
high seas see high seas
implementation agreements 6, 8–9, 151,
236
international cooperation 52–3, 58, 68–9,
88–9, 277
interpretation by courts and tribunals 6
legal framework 34–6, 154–5, 192–3,
211–12, 231–3
conserving living resource/biological
diversity 36
principal features of Pt XII 34–5
marine biodiversity conservation measures
263–4
marine environment protection 3, 4–5,
208–9, 231–2, 263–4, 272–3, 293–4,
316–17
marine geoengineering, and 463–8
MSR, and 316–19
marine pollution
definition 465
land-based pollution, see under
land-based pollution and marine environment
prevention of 22–8, 35, 50, 52–3, 208,
211, 293–4, 317, 440, 466
vessel-source pollution see vessel-source pollution
MSR see marine scientific research (MSR)
no harm principle 38
ocean acidification 440
offshore energy activities see offshore oil
and gas activities
principles for policy-making 7
coop-ration 12, 33
damage by pollution 7
ecosystem approach 11–12
EIAs 7–9
precautionary principle 9–10, 232
prevention, principle of 232
sustainability 11
regional seas, law of the seas and 340–41
superior to other marine treaties 4, 84

single-sector basis management,
problems with 390
tourism 391–2
size 388
London (Dumping) Convention (1972) 4, 5,
132–3, 440–41
compliance 142–3
EIAs 302–4
focus of 134–5
interpretation of ocean dumping exceptions
138–40
liability and compensation issues 145
ocean acidification 440–41
ocean disposals in internal waters 144–5
ocean fertilization and geo-engineering
activities 140–41, 303–4
guidance for 325
offshore oil and gas activities 195–6
permissive approach of 134, 135
prohibited wastes 134
scientific and technical assistance 143–4
London Protocol (1996) 132–3, 135–7,
440–41
achieving wide acceptance of 146
common but differentiated responsibility 50
compliance 141–3
dumping of platforms and vessels 140
EIAs 136, 139–40, 302–4
guidelines 136–7
interpretation of ocean dumping exceptions
138–40
liability and compensation issues 145
geoengineering: ocean fertilization see
ocean fertilization
ocean disposals in internal waters 144–5
offshore oil and gas activities 195–6
permits for dumping 136
precautionary principle 41, 132, 135–7,
440–41
‘reverse listing’ approach 135–6
scientific and technical assistance 143–4
LOSC 1982
adoption 84
aims 3
CBD, and 256–7
climate change 28–9
coastal and port state jurisdiction see under
coastal states
common but differentiated responsibility 50
conservation/protect species see under
marine species, protecting
‘constitution for the oceans’ as 4, 105,
229–30, 46
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territorial sea *see* territorial sea
WHC, and 253–4

*Mare Liberum* doctrine 85
marine biodiversity *see* conservation and sustainable use of marine biodiversity in ABNJ
marine environment, meaning of 35
marine environmental law *see* international marine environmental law, principles of marine environmental policy-making/legislation, principles for 6–12
co-operation 12
ecosystem approach 11–12
EIAs 7–8
polluter pays principle 10
precautionary principle 9–10
prevention of environmental harm principle 7
sustainable development 10–11

Marine Environmental Protection Committee (MEPC) 366, 367
marine genetic resources
contestation over applicable legal regime 260–62
common heritage of mankind principle applying 261
freedom of the seas applying 261–2
hydrothermal vents 172, 239
legal regime applicable to 260–63
meaning 260, 261
species management and conservation 239

marine pollution 4, 5
adoption of rules and standards 23–5
damage by pollution 7
definition 22, 29, 317
ecosystems, protecting 18
enforcement of laws and regulations 25–8
land-based pollution, and *see* land-based pollution, marine environment and liability and compensation 28
marine geoengineering as 465–6
meaning 9
noise 22–2
*Prestige* disaster 27
prevention of 22–8, 35
conservation of species 18–19
international cooperation 53
reducing 23, 35
seabed activities, from 24–5
shipping, pollution from 24, 27, 61
sources of 23–5, 35

State responsibility 35
marine protected areas (MPAs) 180–88, 267–8
ABNJ, in *see* marine protected areas (MPAs) in ABNJ
CBD 180, 255–6
definition 275
extended continental shelf 180–82
high seas 180–84
international cooperation to establish marine protected area 184–6
limitations on coastal state’s right to refuse consent for MSR 186–8
meaning 180
preventing unjustifiable interference with high seas rights 180–84
South China Sea, in *see* marine protected areas (MPAs) in South China Sea (SCS)
unilateral coastal state measures 180–84

marine protected areas (MPAs) in ABNJ 272–90
context 272–3
aim of establishing network of MPAs not met 273–4
MPAs as important tool for biodiversity conservation 273
definition of MPAs 275
extent of 272
few declared because of management challenge 394–5
interest in establishing 275–6
sectoral MPAs/area-based management tools 276
international provision for MPAs in ABNJ 286–8
MPAs under new LOSC implementing agreement 286–7
new binding instrument on marine biodiversity 286
relationship between LOSC IA and regional initiatives 288
regional initiatives 277–86
Mediterranean 277–9
North-East Atlantic 281–3
regional initiatives: challenges and lessons learnt 284–6
Sargasso Sea, initiative for governance of 283–4
Southern Ocean 279–81
regional initiatives: challenges and lessons learnt 284–6
ecological coherence 285–6
ensuring coordination and cooperation 285
lack of geographic coverage 284–5
leadership and vision 285
marine protected areas (MPAs) in South China Sea (SCS) 411–27
components for regional regime for MPAs in SCS 425–7
decision-making body 426–7
institutional arrangement for cooperation on MPAs 426
inventories of natural sites of conservation interest 426
list of MPAs of SCS importance 426
operational unit 426
regional framework as soft law text 425
regional monitoring programme for MPAs 426
specialized regional compliance mechanism 426
cooperative initiatives to establish regional networks of MPAs 418–20
ASEAN Heritage Parks 418–19
IOSEA network of sites of importance for marine turtles 419–20
nature of South China Sea 411
relevant regional commitments and cooperative initiatives 417–20
cooporative initiatives to establish regional networks of MPAs 418–20
regional commitments relating MPAs and networks of MPAs 417
SCS Project 420–24
initiatives for implementation of strategic action plan 423–4
specific MPAs-related outputs 420–23
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